Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read the sentence and choose the word with the correct meaning and spelling to fit in the blanks.

1. Alice is nervous about her poetry ________________ because she has to stand in front of the class.
   - recite  - recitotation  - recitation  - exposition

2. Katy is a ________________ of the city of Houston.
   - resedent  - resident  - reside  - custodian

3. Alec tried to ________________ his desk next to the window so that he could look outside while he worked.
   - pose  - position  - posetion  - imposition

4. The band’s entire ________________ of songs is on their latest CD.
   - compilation  - invite  - compulation  - invitation

5. The principal realized that there was a great deal of ________________ to the new hallway rules.
   - competition  - oppasition  - position  - opposition

Parent Directions: Have your child circle the letters that stand for the schwa sound (short u sound).

6. competition

7. deprivation

8. invitation

9. stability

10. narrative

Take-Home Activity (BLM 8)

Word Study & Vocabulary 3: Unit 20: Vowel alternation long to short or schwa